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INTRODUCTION
• Lack of eye contact is one of the characteristics of 
cognitive impairment in children 
• Child-robot interaction is very exciting and could 
promote eye contact between child and robot 
• In quantifying eye contact duration in child-robot 
interaction, a deep learning technique could achieve 
a high accuracy of detection compared to 
conventional methods. 
RESULTS
The child-robot interaction experiments have been
performed in Putrajaya, Malaysia. The experiment was
done after the approval of the research ethics
committee and consent was received from the
participant’s parents or legal guardians.
- Collected data (approximately 3,000 minutes video
files)
- In progress of annotating data for deep learning
experiments.
CONCLUSION
- The robot can be a useful tool to encourage eye 
contact in child-robot interaction
- Deep learning could be leveraged to provide eye-
contact information to the medical personnel and 
can be used as a screening / diagnostic tool. 
DEMOGRAPHICS OF PARTICIPANTS
Inclusion Criteria 
1) Diagnosed as having cognitive impairment
2) Age 6-12 years old
3) No self injury or aggressive behaviour
4) Able to speak English or Malay
5) Able to follow simple commands
Exclusion Criteria
1) Unwillingness to participate (child)
2) Child with mutism
3) Uncorrected hearing deficit
4) Uncorrected vision deficit
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK 
Interaction Module
1) Introduction to robot
2) Facial expression game
3) Song with facial expression 
4) Attention task
5) Free style interaction
Flow of child-robot interaction
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Children with cognitive impairments are known to have difficulties with social
interaction skills. Literature suggests that a robot could be a useful tool to
practice eye contact in child-robot interaction. We expect long-term child-robot
interaction to have a positive impact on human eye contact. This study
proposes a deep learning technique to quantify eye contact in child-robot
interaction. We measure (1) frequency of eye contact and (2) duration of
overall eye contact. This is very useful for a therapist to see the improvement
of eye contact in child-robot interaction as well as its long-term transferability
to human-human interaction. The video data of child-robot interaction has
been collected in Malaysia and is being manually annotated for deep learning.
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